December 2, 2015
Weekly Post: Implementing a Credit Model
Dear ClientsThe Comptroller's Handbook-Safety and Soundness on Liquidity 2012 discusses the Quantification
Assessment of Contingency Funding Plan. The Projected Sources and Uses Statement report below
is from Appendix B and uses a sample bank. This report looks at the Interest rate and Liquidity risk
of the bank. However, Credit risk is also important to incorporate into these stress tests and
understand the additional implications for ALM management.
Projected Sources and Uses Statement

In addition, credit modeling needs to be consistent with the Credit Risk Stress Test Bulletin 2012-33.
Only a stress test analysis that includes the impact of credit risk, liquidity risk and interest rate risk
on the enterprise can provide a holistic analysis for asset and liability management.
Challenge
For clarity of exposition, let us consider a fixed rate loan with specified principal payments. The risk
of the fixed rate loan’s yield is driven by the uncertain changes in the four components below:
1. the time value of money ( the funding cost)
2. option spread
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3. credit spread
4. clean option-adjusted spread.
That is:
loan yield = funding cost + option spread + credit spread + clean option adjusted spread
The funding cost is derived from the base yield curve, which can be the treasury curve or the swap
curve. The option spread is derived from the THC proprietary models based on market standards in
valuing options. The credit spread is the premium and additional income required to compensate
for the loan credit risk The clean option adjusted spread is based on our THC research in
determining the spread required to determine the market value of the loan.




What information should I provide THC to incorporate and view the impact of credit risk of
my balance sheet?
How will the increase in credit risk affect my stress test results?
How does the change in credit risk affect the loan’s cash flows and your liquidity?

Solution
The credit spread is often called the net loss rate, which is the gross loss rate * ( 1- recovery rate). The
gross loss rate can be estimated based on historical experience and/or economic analysis. To the extent
that if a bank’s ALLL model is related or can be adjusted to the expected default rate of a loan over a
12 month horizon, then the model may give an estimate for a loan sector, for example the auto or fixed
rate mortgage loans.
The credit spread of a loan can be specified by an internal rating relative to the loan sector credit spread.
Loans with higher credit risk may have a lower credit rating that maps to a higher credit spread.
The THC model can take the internal rating, recovery rate and the gross loss rate ( or default rate) for
each loan to generate the credit risk related reports. These reports include the Contingency Funding
Plan Quantitative Assessment, Bulletin 2012-33 stress test ( transactional test with CECL measure,
portfolio and enterprise tests), and cash flow reports.
Numerical Example
A few stress test assumptions are illustrated below. They include the impact of a liquidity crisis [run on
the bank] accessibility to external funding and the market effect, for instance, the widening of the
option adjusted spreads.
The credit risk is measured by the conditional default rate, which is the gross loss rate and the
recovery rate. The gross loss rate would increase as the condition deteriorates from moderate to crisis.
The increase is measured as a percentage of the gross loss rate in the base case. Likewise as the
conditions worsen, the recovery rate would be lower.
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You can evaluate the impact of credit risk on the enterprise level and view it disaggregated into any
segment of the balance sheet down to the loan level. The cash flows presented are broken down by the
four following items and provide transparency of the model to risk measures:
1.
2.
3.
4.

interest payments
principal cash flows
loss of principals
recovery amounts

Conclusion
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By providing THC your credit information, you will be able to analyze your strategies holistically.
As a result, your risk management will be more comprehensive and your strategic planning more
accurate.
Please do not hesitate to contact THC to incorporate your credit information into your ALM process,
reports and your use of Risk Officer.
Regards,
Tom Ho
Tom.ho@thomasho.com
1-212-732-2878
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